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Executive Summ~ 

Purpose By law. the Secretary of Transportation biennially reports to the Con- 
gress on the condition and capital investment needs of the nation’s high- 
ways. The 1987 report, The Status of the Nation’s Highways: Conditions 
and Performance (Highway Needs report), estimated that a capital 
investment of $315 billion, or nearly $20 billion annually, would be 
reyuired through the year 2000 to maintain 1983 highway conditions. 
Additional investments would be required to improve overall highway 
conditions. 

The Highway Needs report is a key tool used by the Congress and others 
in developing and analyzing policies and programs relating to t hc 
nation’s highways. G-W esamined the Highway Needs report and ccmen- 
trated on the reasonableness of the process the Department of Transpor- 
tation uses to produce it. G.L\C) focused on the Highway Performance and 
Monitoring System (npntsj because it is the primary data source for the 
Highway Needs report. 

Background The Federal Highway Administration and the states developed HPMS in 
the late 1970s to provide a systematic, national approach for identifying 
highway conditions, estimating capital inlrestment. needs, and measuring 
changes in highway conditions over time. HPMS is based on data from a 
stat.istical sample of about 100.000 highway sections. States and the fed- 
eral agency check and monitor data collection to ensure data quality. 

The Federal Highway Administration uses a computer model t.o analyze 
the data and develop estimates of capital investment needs. The model 
identifies current and projects future highway deficiencies, selects 
projects to correct. the deficiencies, and estimates the costs of the correc- 
tions. The model also estimates the effects of alternative capital invest- 
ment levels on highway conditions. 

Results in Brief On the basis of its analysis of the Highway Needs report and the HPhts 
process, GAO believes that the report presents useful information on the 
condit,ion and capital invrestment needs of the nation’s highways. The 
Federal Highway Administration’s plan for selecting HPMS sample high- 
way sections is statistically sound in that it is representative of the vari- 
ous types of highways at the nationwide aggregate level. Further. states 
and the federal agency have reasonable cont.rols and checks to ensure 
the quality of the data entered into the HPMS model. In addition, the Fed- 
eral Highway Administration has taken several posiri\re steps to 
develop, test. and operate the HPMS model. 
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B’hile the model is a reasonable tool, the Federal Highway Administra- 
tion has not yet performed certain tests that. would provide added confi- 
dence in the model’s results. Specifically, the agency has not yet 
conducted detailed tests to determine the model’s sensitivity to changes 
in key input data, nor has it “calibrated” the model to debermine how 
closely past needs estimates have paralleled actual invest.ment practices. 
In addition, the model’s documentation, contained in published technical 
manuals, either did not cover in detail or omitted entirely some informa- 
tion. The federal agency plans to test the model’s sensitivity and to 
begin calibration tests in 1987. 

Although the Highway Needs report contains useful informat.ion on t,otal 
highway needs, the report does not separate existing or backlogged 
highway needs from future or projected needs. Separat,ing the two 
would provide a clearer understanding of the nation’s highway capital 
investment needs and the progress made under highway policies and 
programs. 

GAO’s Analysis 

Data Collection and 
Control 

The Federal Highway Administration procided states a reasonable sta- 
tistical sampling plan for selecting the highway sections, and officials 
from the six states GAO reviewed indicated they followed t.he plan guide- 
lines. The data collection and control procedures for HPMS appear to be 
reasonable for assuring data quality. The federal agency and the st.at,es 
edit and review t,he HPMS data as quality control checks, and the federal 
agency also monitors the states’ data gathering at sample highway loca- 
tions as a further check on the data’s quality. -4lthough t,he states used 
different, methods to collect HPMS data, G.40 found no indication that the 
differences affect.ed the quality of the data. 

HPMS Computer Model The HPMS model is a reasonable tool for translating highway data into 
capital investment needs est.imates because the Federal Highwa), 
Administ.ration 

. devised a logical framework for key model components and their 
interrelationships; 

. based key engineering elements on generally accepted engineering 
standards; 
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l published technical manuals that explain the model’s key components 
and their interrelationships; 

l tested the model to verify that key logic and mathematical components 
have been included and have been properly converted into programming 
language; and 

l established procedures to assure that feedback from appropriate parties 
is obtained when devising the model. 

Model Documentation and Although the published technical manuals for t,he HPMS model do a rea- 
Testing sonably good job of explaining how the model works, they do not con- 

tain some information that would be useful to model users. For example, 
more detailed information on key model changes. their underlying ratio- 
nales, and their effect, on the model’s results would help assure model 
continuity in the event of key Federal Highway Administration 
employee turnover. Such information would also assist researchers 
attempting to study the model’s results. 

The HPMS model had not been calibrated to determine how closely past 
highway needs forecasts have paralleled actual state capital investment 
practices. Although calibration tests are scheduled to start in 1987, the 
Federal Highway Administration had not developed a test methodology 
or established a test completion date. 

In addition. the model had not been tested to determine how sensitive its 
results are to changes in key input data. However. the federal agency 
plans to conduct. such tests and report on the results in 1987. In GAO'S 
opinion, the sensitivity and calibration tests along with any necessary 
refinements, should provide added confidence in the model’s results. 

Observations on the 
Highway Needs Report 

The Highway Needs report presents useful information on the capital 
investment needs of the nation’s highways. The report has several fea- 
tures researchers consider desirable in such needs assessments. For 
example, the report presents alternative concepts of need and analyzes 
the impact of different levels of capital investment on highwaS 
performance. 

Although the report presents highway needs in total -$315 billion 
through the year 2000 to maintain 1983 highway conditions-it does 
not make clear that about one-half of this amount represents backlogged 
needs that already exist. Not reporting backlogged needs separately 
clouds the distinction between existing and future highway deficiencies. 
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In addition, separating the two would allow the measurement of prog- 
ress in addressing t,he backlog of the natiori’s highway needs. 

Recommendations ~40 recommends that the Secretary of Transportation direct t.he Admin- 
straror. Federal Highway Administration, to 

l include more detailed information on key model changes in published 
technical manuals to ( 1) help assure model continuity in the event of 
key employee turnover, (2) assist researchers attempting to study the 
model’s results. and (3j assist state highway agencies attempting to 
modify the national model for their own needs; 

l develop and document a calibration test methodology and establish a 
test completion date, because this test. along with any required refine- 
ments, should provide added confidence in the model’s results: and 

l separate current from projected highway capital investment needs in 
the Highway Needs report to provide a clearer understanding of such 
needs, and to better demons&ate t,he extent to which progress is being 
made under highway policies and programs. 

Agency Comments The Department generally concurred ivith GAO'S conclusions and sup- 
ported its recommendations relating 10 the HPMS model, stating that 
actions were either initiated or were planned for implementation in 
1987. The Department also stated that future Highway Needs reports 
will include information on esisting highway deficiencies and the cost of 
eliminating such deficiencies. 

GAO believes that the sbeps taken or scheduled for implementation in 
1987 are consistent with its recommendations. The full text of the 
Department’s comments is included as appendix IV. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The condition of our nation’s highways is the subject of widespread con- 
cern to the Congress. states. and others. More than $&OO billion has been 
spent by federal, state, and local governments to build and maintain the 
nation’s highways, and billions more will be required to preserve them. 

In 1987, the Secretary of Transportation reported that a capital invest- 
ment of about $315 billion, or $20 billion annually, would be required 
through the year 2000 to maintain 1983 highway conditions.’ These esti- 
mates come from a biennial report by the Secretary to the Congress in 
accordance with Section,&07 of Title 83, U.S.C/‘The report, The St.atus 
of the Nation’s Highwa$s: Conditions and Performance ((Highway Needs 
report). discusses the current condition of the nation’s highways and 
est.imates capital investments needed to achieve various levels of high- 
way service. 

The Highway Needs 
Report and Its Basis 

The Highway Needs report, which is based primarily on the Hlghwa) 
Performance Monitoring System (HPhlSj, is an important tool used by the 
Congress and others in developing and analyzing national policy and 
programs relating to highways. HPMS was developed in the late 1970s b> 
the Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration 
(FTM!~) and state highway agencies to provide a systematic, national 
approach for assessing highway conditions, estimating highway capital 
investment. needs, and measuring changes in highway conditions. 

HPMS is based on a statistical sample of about I OO.OCU1 highlvay sections 
fIYJm across t.he nation. Generally, state highway officiais collect infor- 
mation on about 70 data elements for each sample highway section. The 
data elements include pavement condition, traffic levels, and physical 
design characteristics. States and FHWA perform certain quality control 
checks on the data to assure data accuracy. FHW also monitors state 
data collection at some sample highway locations as a further quality 
check. 

FHWA uses a computer model to analyze the data states provide. The 
model conducts a “Needs Analysis” to identify current and future high- 
way deficiencies. determine the work needed to correct the deficiencies. 
and estimate t.he cost of the corrections. Among its other components is 
an “Investment Analysis,” which estimates the effects \rarying capital 
investment, levels can have on highway conditions. This analysis also 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

describes the overall quality of the sampled highway sections by evalu- 
ating their condition, safety, and service characteristics. Figure 1.1 illus- 
trates the flow of the HPMS process. 

Figure 1.1: Highway Performance 
Monitoring System 

States 

%E’ 

/- 

States Edit the 
HPMS Data 

FHWA HO 
Edits State Data 

I 
Hlghway 

Needs Report 
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Chapter I 
Inlrodurtim 

Objectives, Scope, and Our overall objective was to determine the reasonableness of the federal 

Methodology government’s highway needs assessment as presented in the Highway 
Needs report. MJe focused our review on HPMS because it, is the primary 
source of the data in the report. % ‘e identified how states generated the 
basic data and assessed how FH\ZR used that data to estimate highway 
capital investment needs. Specifically, we assessed 

l the reasonableness of MM’s highway sampling plan, 
l how states gather HPMS data, 
. federal and state procedures for assuring data qualit.y, 
. the reasonableness of the HPblS model, and 
l FHWA’S model documentation, testing, and controls. 

We worked at FHWX headquarters, four FHW regions, and sis FHW state 
division offices. Because states collect HPMS data, we selected, with 
FHWA’S assistance, six states for review: California, Florida. Kansas, Ken- 
tucky, Nevada, and New York. We chose these states because they are 
geographically dispersed and they have different size highway systems. 

We timed our work to coincide with the HPhlS cycle. The discussions cm 

data-gathering and editing, and model framework and operating controls 
are based on our review and observations of the process that resulted in 
t.he 1987 Highway Needs report. We examined the needs assessment 
process from the sampling of highway sections through the states’ gath- 
ering and processing of the data, and ~~4's development of the High- 
way Needs report. 

Our main goal in reviewing the plan for selecting HPMS sample highway 
sections was to determine it,s reasonableness for delreloping a nat.ional 
sample. We also interviewed FHW and state officials about how the sam- 
ple was developed and tested. 

States gather and report over 70 data items for each of 100,000 highway 
sample sections. To determine how states gather HPMX data. including 
their procedures t,o ensure reliability, we reLriewed data-gathering and 
processing at six state highway agencies. At these agencies we focused 
on 1.5 key data items. We selected these items, with FWN'S assistance, 
because they are believed to significantly influence the model’s results 
(see app. III). For analytical purposes we grouped these items into three 
categories: 

. pavement condition ratings, which indicate the physical condition of the 
highways; 
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l traffic and capacity items, which indicate how the highways are used; 
and 

. geometric items, which describe the physical configuration of the 
highways. 

In the six states. we interLriewed state highway officials from both cen- 
tral and field offices to determine how they collect the data. We 
reviewed pertinent documents such as pavement condition rating forms 
and forms used for traffic counting. In each state, we discussed the HPMS 

edit process and verified edit results. We compared the edit tapes of wo 
states to verify that they used t.he same edit software. In California, we 
interviewed Iocal officials who gather HPM!! data for the state highway 
agency. (‘Local officials generally did not gather HPhlS data in the other 
states.) We also discussed FHW’S monitoring efforts with FHWA division 
officials in each state. In Kentucky we accompanied FHWA officials as 
the3’ inspected HPhlS sample highway sections. 

The st.ates submit HPMS data to FHM headquarters where the dat.a are 
further screened and edited. To determine how FHWA handles the HPMS 

data, we compared the data that two states submitted with FHWA’S 
edited \:ersion of these states’ data and reconciled the differences. We 
analyzed the edit results and interviewed FHUX headquarters officials 
regarding this process. 

To judge whether the HPMP model is a reasonable tool for translating 
highway data into the information contained in the Highway Needs 
report,, we (1) assessed the credibility of the logic framework devised for 
two of the model’s key analyses and the interrelationships between 
them. (2.1 examined the model’s key economic and modeling assump- 
tions, (31 identified the procedures FHH:~ uses to test the model’s logic 
structure. and (4) determined the procedures FHM uses to obtain feed- 
back from model users when revising the model. Our assessment is 
based on discussions with key FHW officials responsible for developing 
and operating the model and a review of available technical 
documentation. 

To further evaluate the model’s reasonableness, we studied its engineer- 
ing components. Although limited documentation precluded us from 
assessing all of the model’s engineering assumptions, formulas. and val- 
ues, we were able to trace key formulas and s:alues back to t.heir source 
documents to determine whether they were based on generally accepted 
engineering standards. LI:e also obtained the views of the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (,.LIsH~) and 
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the American Society of Civil Engineers ( ASCE) concerning t.he reasona- 
bleness of selected engineering standards and values used in the model. 

Our review followed generally accepted government audit. standards, 
and we did our work between November 1985 and March 1987. 
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Chapter 2 

‘Collecting and Controlling HPMS Data 

FHW calculates national highway needs estimates from HPMS data that 
state highway agencies collect. Each year st.ates collect data on about 
li10,ilOO sample highway sections and submit the data t.o FHWA. The 
states report almost. 70 data elements for each highway section, includ- 
ing traffic and pavement condition data.. Both the states and FHH'A edit 
and review the HPMS data to assure their accuracy. FHWI further reviews 
the quality of HPMS dat.a when it monitors state data-gathering at sample 
highwalr locations. We believe that FHW and state highway agencies had 
reasonable approaches for assuring the quality of the data in the states 
ive visited. Specifically. we found that 

9 FHWA provided the states a reasonable statistical sampling plan fol 
selecting HPMS highway sect.ions: 

l while the six st.ates we reviewed used different methods to collect HPMS 

data, there were no indications that the differences affected the quality 
of the data: and 

l cont.rols o\:er HPMS clata collection are reasonable, and FHNA monitoring 
of state data gathering provides a further check on the dat.a’s quality. 

Figure 2.1 on the following page depicts the data collection and control 
process. 

Plan for Sampling 
Highway Sections 
Reasonable 

FHW developed the HPMS sampling plan in 19’78 and provided state high- 
way agencies with a manual to guide their selection of sample highway 
sections for HPMS We analyzed the FHW sampling plan and found it to be 
statistically reasonable for selecting highway sections nationally. Offi- 
cials from the six states fve visited stated that they followed FHWA'S sam- 
pling plan guidance when select.ing sample highway sections. \Ve could 
not verify this, hoivever, because the states did not document theit 
selection process. 

The HPMS sample consists of about 100,000 highway sections randomly 
select.ed from across the nation. According to FHWA'S guidance. each sec- 
tion should be relatively consistent t.hroughout its length in such charac- 
teristics as number of lanes and shoulder width. The lengths of the 
highway sections were to be between 0.3 and 10 miles in rural areas and 
betiveen 0.1 and 3 miles in urban areas. FHWA instructed states to review 
the same sections year after year, so changes in highway conditions 
could be measured over time. The sample is stratified to encompass 
highways ( 1 :r in rural and urban areas. (2 1 of different functional use. 
and (3;) with different traffic \Tolume levels. 
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Figure 2.1: Data Collection end Control Process 

States Identified the Universe 

FHWA Provides 
Computer Edit Tape 

States Collect Dala for 
Sample Road Sections 

1 I 
States Submit the Data Tape 

to FHWA Headquarters 

FHWA Haadquarters Performs 
Additional Edits of State Data 

State Collected Data 
Becomes Input to the 

HPMS Computar Model 

N-e believe that FHW.-I.S sampling plan was reasonable because the man- 
ual provided guidance covermg standard statistical techniques. 
including 
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. a random selection approach for selecting HPMS sample sections. This 
approach assures that. highway sections have a known probability of 
selection. which guards against a bias in t.he t.ypes of highway sections 
included in the nationwide sample. 

. the use of standard statistical formulas for deriving estimates and com- 
puting the confidence and precision levels of the estimates. Such infor- 
mation can benefit decisionmakers, since the greater the precision level. 
the more comfortable they can be in using the estimates for policymak- 
ing purposes. 

l the st.ratification of HPMS sample sections by txaffic volumes. Dividing 
the unisFerse of highway sections into non-overlapping, homogeneous 
groups helps reduce the variability of the data assessed in the sample 
and thus helps generate more precise estimates. 

States Collect HPMS 
Data 

Generally. FHWA relies on state highway agencies to collect HPRIS data. 
Although collection methods differed among the states we visited, we 
found no indications that the differing methods affected the quality of 
the dat.a. The key dat,a we focused on were 

l pavement condition ratings, which indicate the condition of highways: 
l traffic and capacity data, which indicate highway usage; and 
. geomet,ric elements, which describe the physical characteristics of 

highways. 

States base pavement condition determinations on measuremeI]ts of ride 
roughness and;or observations of highway ruts and cracks. Traffic- 
counting techniques were similar among the states: each state used con- 
tinuous machine counts at some locations, supplemented by short-term 
counts-usually 21 hours-at other locations. Geometric data, such as 
lane width and shoulder type, were generally extracted from existing 
files and were not likely to change from year-to-year. FHW encourages 
the states to adopt uniform methods for collecting traffic \,olume data 
and will require states by 199i) to use a specific pai-ement conclition rat- 
ing technique to further assure consistency of HPhlS data. 

FHLW requires states to submit HFW data for both state-c-)I$-ned highways 
and highways owned by city, county, or other governmental jurisdic- 
tions. States obtain information On slate highway sections primarily 
from existing state data bases such as those for traffic and pavement 
management. Collecting data for highways owned by other go\vet-nmen- 
tal jurisdictions is more difficult., since states generally do not have data 
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bases on these highways. They obtain the data from physical inspec- 
tions, highway design plans, and other sources. 

Evaluating Pavement 
Condition 

Pavement condition data are important because impro\‘ements to pave- 
ment condition represent more than half of all national highway needs. 
The six states we visited used at least one of three methods t,o evaluate 
pavement condition: (1) a ride-roughness rating determined by driving a 
car equipped with a shock-measuring device over the highway. (2) a 
visual and/or measured evaluation of pavement distress (cracking, ruts, 
etc.). and (3) a visual observation based on a brief FHR'A description of 
pavement condition with no measuretnent of pavement distress. Appen- 
dix I summarizes the six states’ met,hods of rating pavement condition. 

FHM plans to require states to use a uniform method for det.ermining 
pavement condition ratings. Over the years. FHWA has been concerned 
that pavement condition data may be inconsistent from state to state. A 
FHWA task force report concluded that the best way to obtain consistent 
pavement information would be to require states to use ride-roughness 
measurements. In December 1986, FHW'S Executive Director approved 
the task force’s recommendation to require ride-roughness measure- 
ments for HPMS sample sections on interstate and other arterial high- 
ways. FHWI plans to implement this change by 1990. 

Counting Traffic Since highway expansion-adding lanes to esisting highwaq’s- 
accounts for another major share of all HPhrS projected needs, the traffic 
data used to project those needs should be accurate. For HF'MS, states 
collect and report, basic traffic information such as the ai’erage amount 
of traffic per day (annual average daily traffic, or AADT) and the type of 
vehicles using the highways. Appendix Ii describes the traffic-counting 
programs in the six states. 

How Traffic Counting Programs While the traffic-counting programs varied among the states we visit,ed, 
Operate they used some common data collection and projection techniques. All 

six states counted traffic continuously at a Limited number of locations 
and made short-term counts at a much larger number of locations. The) 
developed seasonal, day of the week. and other adjustment factors from 
the continuous count data. They then used these factors to ad,just the 
short-term counts to develop .4.wT and other values. For example. a 
Kentucky t.raffic progratn official stated that the highway agency made 
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continuous automatic vehicle counts at about 50 locations. It also made 
short-term counts at about 12,000 locations. 

States also make a number of vehicle classification counts that det.er- 
mine the different. types of t.rucks and automobiles using their high- 
ways. This informat.ion is important because trucks cause greater wear 
and tear and more congestion on highways. To gauge t.he mix of trucks 
and automobiles in Kentucky, manual \:ehicle counts and classifications 
were made at about 300 locations for periods of 8. 16! or 24 hours. 
depending on a highway’s traffic volume and pattern. 

Some States Adopting New 
FHWA Traffic Monitoring 
Procedures 

In June 1985 FHW issued a Traffic Monitoring Guide containing new 
procedures for collecting and analyzing traffic volume. vehicle classifi- 
cation, and truck weight data. The guide’s procedures emphasize the use 
of statistical sampling tied to the HPhIS sample. According to FHWA. the 
procedures allow known reliability levels to be made from the data 
collected. 

F’HWA officials stated that its guide is incended to be a statement of good 
data collection pract,ice rather than a federal standard. States are 
encouraged t.o consider the guide’s methods but are not required to 
adopt them. Of the six states we visited, five were planning to imple- 
ment the guide’s procedures. In the sisth state, New York, officials con- 
sidered their traffic-counting systems to be adequate. 

Obtaining Geometric Data The HFWS geometric data elements reflect a road section’s physical char- 
acteristics and affect t.he cost of highway needs. The geometric data that 
states report include lane width, number of lanes. shoulder Lvidth. and 
horizontal and vertical alignment (curves and grades:). The states \ve \vis- 
ited obtained geometric data primarily from road construction plans. 
Geometric characteristics generally change little from year-to-J’ear. 
Appendix III describes geometric data elements and their sources in the 
states we visited. 

FHWA and States 
Assure HPMS Data 
Quality 

Controls oL.er the collection of HPAIS data are reasonable. LYhile FHW 

relies on states to collect the data, states ha\‘c an interest in gathering 
quality data for HPhIS because much of it is used for their o~‘n state high- 
way planning purposes. Srates and FHW edit HPM data, which provide 
additional checks on data quality. FHW also monitors state data 
collection. 
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State Highway Data Bases The six states we visited had their own highway data bases, which con- 
tained most of the information required for HPMS. State highway agen- 
cies use these data bases to manage their state highway systems, 
inchlding selecting highway improvement projects and determining the 
type of work to he done. State officials draw from these data bases and 
reformat the data for HPMS. FHWA officials stated that this approach 
helps assure the quality of HPMS data because states need quality data 
for their own highway planning purposes. 

State Editing Checks FHW.4 provides each state computer software to “edit” the whls data. 
This software is used t,o check each item in the states’ HPUS data bases 
for valid codes, to cross-check various it,ems for consistency, and to 
check if they are within a range of reasonable values. When a data item 
does not comply with edit, specifications, it is identified for review and 
verification or correction. 

We reviewed edit checks in the six states we \.isited and determined 
that, generally, state highway officials made reasonable efforts to verify 
or correct the HPMS data. They followed up on the dat.a it,ems by first 
determining if the data was properly keyed into the data base and then, 
if necessary. contacted state highway engineers who provided the data. 

FHWA Edit.ing Checks rmw.4 has a two-step edit process. First. FHW officials edit the data tapes 
to confirm that the states sent the correct tapes. FHHX then edits the 
data a second time to ( 1) compare the current year’s HPhlS data with that 
of the previous year. (2) examine the distribution of pavement condition 
ratings among the different types of highways. and (3’1 identify an> 
additional errors and/or unusual conditions. 

FHW officials told us they did not change state data unless state officials 
agree to the change. In addition. FIWA sends each state a data review 
package containing its edit results and asks the states to make any nec- 
essary corrections before the next HPMS reporting cycle. State officials 
told us they reviewed the FHW packages, determined if the state data 
were accurate, and where appropriate, made corrections to the data 
base for the next year. 

FWHA Monitoring To further assure the data’s qrlality:, FHK-\ monitors state HPMY data col- 
lections at some sample highway locations. This provides a limited check 
on HPhlS data quality because ( 1 ) highway conditions can change 
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between the time the data are collected and the time they are inspected 
by FHW and (2) some data items. such as traffic counts, can only be 
verified by completely duplicating extensive data collection efforts. 

In 1981 FHHX headquarters officials issued guidance to their field offices 
emphasizing the importance of monitoring state data collection activi- 
ties. The guidance was based on a 1984 Department of Transportation 
Inspect,or General report that found that 30 of FHW’S 52 division offices 
were not performing field checks. 

All division offices we visited had monitored state HPhlS data-gathering 
in one way or another. When division officials found discrepancies in 
state data, they notified state HPMS officials and asked them to revieki 
the data and, in some cases, encouraged state officials to improve their 
data collection systems. For example? based on the FHW dii4sion.s field 
check, the Kentucky highway agency issued instructions to its district 
offices clarifying how pavement condition should be determined and 
how the feasibility of widening or adding lanes should be assessed. 

Conclusions The HPhlS sampling plan and data collection procedures, along \%,ith fed- 
eral and state editing and control procedures, are reasonable approaches 
for developing nationwide information. FHWA provided the states a rea- 
sonable plan for selecting sample highway sections for HPYS, and states 
indicated that, they followed that plan. The quality of HI%tS data is 
assured by the states’ own use of the data; state and FHM’A editing 
checks, review, and verification. or correction of the data; and FHW 
field monitoring of state data collection. Although the states used differ- 
ent methods to collect HPMS data. we found no indication that the differ- 
ences affected the data’s quality. 
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The HPMS model analyzes the present condition of the nation’s highways 
and estimates fut,ure highway capital investment. needs. The model, 
which is the heart of the HPMS process, appears to be a reasonable t.ool 
for translating highway data into the information presented in the High- 
ways Needs report. Our conclusion is based on the steps FH% has taken 
in developing, testing, and operating the model. These include 

l devising a logical framework for t.wo of the model’s most important, 
analyses and the interrelationship between them; 

l basing the model’s key engineering elements on generally accepted engi- 
neering standards. 

l publishing a series of technical manuals for model users that explain the 
model’s analytical components and their interrelationships; 

. testing the model to verify that key mathematical and logic relation- 
ships have been incorporated and that, they have been properly con- 
verted into programming language; and 

. establishing procedures to assure that feedback from appr0priat.e par- 
ties is obtained when revising the model. 

We noted, however, that, several areas of the model’s development. either 
were not covered in detail or were omitted entirely from the model’s 
documentation. We also noted that FHWA had neither conducted detailed 
tests to determine the sensitivity of the model’s outputs to changes in 
key input variables, nor had it calibrated the model to determine how 
closely the model’s past capital investment needs estimates paralleled 
actual highway investment practices. FHM plans to conduct both sensi- 
tivity and calibration tests during 1987. These model tests. along with 
any needed refinements, should provide added confidence in the model’s 
results. 

HPMS Model 
Framework: An 
Overview 

with the Needs Analysis and the Investment Analysis being two of the 
most important in generating highway needs estimates. Figure 3.1 illus- 
trates these key analyses. 

The Needs Analysis identifies current and future highway deficiencies 
and selects reconstruction, resurfacing. or widening projects to correct 
t,he deficiencies. In addition, the Needs Analysis estimates the total cost 
of improvement projects. 
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Figure 3.1: Key Model Analyses 

Needs Analysrs 

Investment Analysis 

Model Results Become 
Primary Input to the 

Highway Needs Report 

Essentially, there are three steps in the Needs -4nalysis process: 

l identifying current and forecasting future deficiencies; 
l selecting projects to correct. deficiencies; and 
l estimating total project costs. 

The Needs Analysis is first done for each of the 100,OOi) sample high- 
way sections. The results are then totaled, projected to the universe, and 
presented in various formats in the Highway Needs report. The Invest- 
ment -4nalysis uses the results of the Needs Analysis to estimate the 
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effects of alternative highway investment strategies and budget levels 
on the quality of highways. 

We believe the HPMS model framework is reasonable because of the logic 
used in these analyses and the interrelationships between the analyses. 
For example, the Needs Analysis logic framework links highway defi- 
ciencies to the selection of improvements designed to correct those 
deficiences and indicates how the selected improvements may change 
highway quality. 

The Investment Analysis, showing the effects of akernative investment 
strategies and budget levels on highway performance. can help policy- 
makers make more informed choices concerning the allocation of limit,ed 
financial resources. We believe this approach is particularly useful since 
the funding required to correct, all highway deficiencies is not attainable 
in today’s constrained fiscal environment. 

HPMS Model Uses We traced key engineering parameters, formulas! and assumptions back 

Accepted Engineering 
to their source documents and found that they are based on generally 
accepted highway engineering standards and practices. The minimum 

Standards and tolerable conditions (MTCS),~ design standards,’ and pai’ement deteriora- 

Practices tion formulas are based primarily on t.he guidance contained in standard 
highway engineering publications. For example, the formulas used to 
predict the rate of pavement deterioration are based on road test equa- 
tions contained in the American Association of State Highway Officials 
(AASHTO) pavement design guide. 

We asked officials from AASHTO and the highway section of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) for their opinions concerning the rea- 
sonableness of several key model components. They told US that overall 
HPMS is a reasonable analytical device for monitoring trends in highway 
condition and performance. Regarding technical elements of the model. 
AASHKI and ASCE officials commented that FHM:-\ should update some of 

’ h4inini1.m~ Tolerable Conditions. The rtandardj represent mmim?mm axeptable physical. o[wxtirG. 
and performance characteristics. Rural MTCs are. right shoulder wdth. lane width. surlace tyP’. 
shoulder tlqe. rracement nx~nditior-L. \r(11unle-to-c.apacit) ratio. operatmg speed, dnd horizontal and per- 
tical ahgnment. [.lrban MTC’s are o~rarmg speed. \,olume-to-c!al,ac.It~ rntio pawnlent c.~wid~tion. 
shoulder t>pe. surface tjve. right shoulder width. and lane wdth. 

‘k%gn Standards. These aw geometrw. wrx~ce. nnd x~ndition standards I; ,r ntw hIgh!rny (onstnrc:- 
ttcm. Rural standards are: shoulder width. surface tfw. medmn width, lane tvidttr. and average hlph- 
way sperd. The same standards are used for urban areas except that a d~ffrrrntiati~w~ IS made for 
right and left shwlder width. 
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the model’s technical components to better reflect current. highway 
research and practices. Officials from bot.h organizations stated. for 
example, that. FHWA should revise the current hlTC values set for lane 
width and shoulder width. 

FHWA officials acknowledged that the model’s engineering components 
require continuous updating as new highway research results become 
available. They explained that technical model refinements are made 
once M&A and the states become familiar with the new information. 
Regarding changing the MTCS established for shoulder and lane width, an 
FHWA official stated that FHWA will consider revising these values after it 
completes a detailed review of the states’ HPMS data submissions for the 
198’7 Highway Needs report. 

Model Documentation FHW.A published four technical manuals t.hat do a reasonably good job of 

Should Be More 
Detailed 

explaining the model and it.s principal components for users of the HPMS 

model. Compared with the level of documentation often prepared for 
policy-assisting models, FHM has expended considerable effort to 
describe the HPhlS analytical process. For example, one manual outlines 
the purpose and scope of the analytical process and describes key engi- 
neering components. Another manual uses narrative and tlow charts to 
describe the overall logic of the HPMS model’s key analyses. ,4gain, such 
information is not often included in documentation prepared for policy- 
assisting models like HPMS. 

Although the HPMS model is relatively well-documented, we noted that 
several areas either were not presented in detail or were omitted 
entirely from the model’s documentation. This prevented us from 
assessing all of its engineering parameters, formulas, and assumptions. 
For example, the published technical manuals we reviewed did not ful1J 
describe the engineering rationales and decisions used to develop t.he 
model. Additionally, these manuals did not include a detailed discussion 
and flow-chart of the HPMS model’s numerous program subroutines or a 
computer source code listing. 

The FHWA official responsible for o\:erseeing the development and opera- 
tion of t.he HPMS model stated and we agree, that reconstructing and fully 
documenting the original model would be a difficult, costly, and time- 
consuming task. Ho\vever, we believe t.hat furure versions of the HPMS 

model should be fully documented in published technical manuals. These 
manuals should. for example, include more details concerning key model 
changes and t.heir rtnderlying rationales. Such information would help 
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FHLK~ ensure model continuity in the event of key employee turnover. -4s 
pointed out by the model’s principal syst.ems analyst, even with detailed 
published documentation and on-the-job training it can take a new 
employee at least a year to master the intricacies of the model. Addi- 
tional published documentation would also (1) assist researchers 
attempting to study the model’s results and (2) assist state highway 
agencies attempting to modify the national HPhlS model for their own 
transportation planning needs. 

Model Testing Being 
Expanded 

K’hen FHW~ revises the model, it tests the logic of each version, accord- 
ing to agency officials. However, FHHA has not conducted detailed sensi- 
tivity t.ests on the model’s key input variables, nor has it calibrated the 
model. These tests, along with any needed refinements, should provide 
FHWA and others with added confidence in the model’s results. FHW4 

plans to perform such tests during 1987. 

Logic Testing A series of logic tests are performed on each version of the HPMS model, 
according to an FHWA official. The official explained that the tests are 
used to determine whether the model’s ( 1) key input variables and rela- 
tionships have been included in the software programs, (2) mathemati- 
cat and logical relationships are internally consistent, and (3) 
mathematical and numerical results and intermediate computations are 
correct. 

According to the model’s principal systems analyst, a building block 
approach is used to test the logic of the model’s major components. For 
example, a test of the Needs Analysis part of the model may focus on its 
improvement. selection logic to determine if the projects selectecl by the 
model are reasonable to correct the identified deficiencies. FH&A'S logic 
testing efforts may also include additional components of the Needs 
Analysis or may include an increasing number of sample highway sec- 
tions to ensure that. consistent results are generated. 

We were unable to review the logic test results for the HPMS model 
because. according to an FHL&!~ official, the results are no Longer availa- 
ble. However, we did discuss the HPMS selection logic process with Texas 
Transportation Institute researchers who were assessing the process for 
the state of Texas. The researchers selected several deficient highway 
sections from the state’s HPMS sample, examined the improvement 
projects selected by the HPMS model. and discussed the results with se\:- 
era1 state district engineers. The researchers concluded that the HPMS 
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Sensitivity Testing 

Model Calibration 

improvement selection logic was reasonable since, in actual practice. 
projects similar to those selected by the model were either completed, 
under construction. or planned. 

~Hw.4 has not tested the HPMS model to determine the proportional 
impacts of the model’s key input variables on the model’s resu1t.s. (These 
tests are generally known as sensitivity tests.:) Since the model is contin- 
uously being refined, the results of sensitivity tests are important to 
developers and users of the HPMS model. They need to hmow. for exam- 
ple, if relatively small changes in some input variables can result in rela- 
tively large increases or decreases in the model’s resu1t.s. Additionally, 
they need to know whether the model’s key outputs (i.e., summaries of 
improvement cost data by type of highway) are relatively insensitive to 
changes in certain input variables. Separate t.esting of each key input 
variable will provide a great.er understanding of how changes in these 
variables influence the model’s results. 

According t.o the model’s principal systems analyst. four prior attempts 
to conduct these tests failed because of staff reductions and revised 
work priorities. The latest test effort, involving a minimum of 10 ke> 
input variables, began in January 1987. An FHLW official anticipated 
t,hat a report summarizing the test results would be issued during 1987. 

An nw.4 official stated that, the HPhL5 model has not been calibrated to 
determine how closely past HPMS needs estimates have paralleled actual 
highway investment practices. By comparing 1981 needs estimates 
against actual events over the subsequent 5-year period, for example, 
FHM can better assess whether the model’s predictive capabilities are 
working appropriately or if the model requires refinements so that. it 
generates more realistic estimates. According to an agency official, FHw4 
plans to begin such tests in July 1987. ,4s of March 1987, however, no 
test methodology had been developed and no test completion date had 
been est,ablished. 

Controls Over Model 
Changes Adequate 

C:ontrols over model changes provide added assurance that the model is 
adequately maintained and is not modified without appropriate discus- 
sions among affected parties. FHW implemented procedures Lvhereby 
the model’s developers discuss proposed changes with FHW users of the 
model’s results. ,4n internal memo documents the changes. 
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In addit.ion, FHWA has obtained technical input from the states before 
changing HP!%. For example, in April 1986 two FHWA Associate Adminis- 
trators sent a memo to F’HW offices requesting their c0nunent.s and those 
of state highway agencies concerning several proposed changes. One 
area that FHM requested and received feedback on HW a uniform mea- 
surement technique for rating pavement condition. FHW used the feed- 
back in developing the uniform measurement requirement discussed in 
chapter 2. 

FHW also solicit,s input from state highway agencies through technical 
workshops. For esample. FHW sponsored a workshop in July 1985 to ( 1) 
educate the st.ates on how they can use the HPhlS model for state-specific 
policy planning purposes and (2) obtain feedback from the states con- 
cerning changes to the current version of the HPMS model. According to 
the model’s principal systems analyst, FHUA revised the model as a result 
of the workshop. For example, adjustment.s were made to some values 
assigned to MTCS that essentially made the MTCS for interstate highways 
more stringent. and those for other t.ypes of highways less stringent. 
These activities enable FHWA to obtain first-hand information ori current 
state highway invest.ment practices and obtain valuable suggestions fol 
improving the model. 

Conclusions The HPMS model is a useful tool for estimating the nation’s highway capi- 
tal investment needs. FXLW has taken or plans to take several st.eps to 
develop and maintain the model. The model’s o\Terall framework is rea- 
sonable, given the logic used in the Needs and Investment Analyses and 
the interrelationship bet,ween these key analyses. The model’s key engi- 
neering parameters. formulas. and assumptions are based on generally 
accepted engineering standards ‘and practices. CVe also believe that 
FH\W’S controls over mode1 changes are adequate, sinw the model’s 
developers discuss proposed changes with users of the model’s results 
and model changes are documented. In addition, the sensiti\:ity tests and 
any required refinements, should provide added confidence in the 
model’s results. 

Although the model is reasonably well-documented, the inclusion of 
more detailed information in published technical manuals would benefit 
model users, including FHWI, state highway agencies, and researchers. 
These manuals should, for example. include more details on key model 
changes and their underlying rationales. 
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We agree with FHW that. the model should be calibrated to provide a 
greater understanding of its forecasting capabilities. We believe, how- 
ever, that it is important for FHWA to develop and document a methodol- 
ogy for a calibration test and to commit to a test completion date, since 
testing the model plus any necessary refinements should provide FHW~ 

and others with added confidence in the model’s results. 

Recommendations to 
the Secretary of 
Transportation l 

. 

CVe recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct the Adminis- 
trator. FHw, to 

include more detailed documentation in published technical manuals 
addressing such things as key model changes, their underlying ratio- 
nales. and their effect on the model’s results. This documentation would 
help ensure model continuity in the event of key FWHA employee turn- 
over. assist researchers attempting to study the model’s results, and 
assist those states attempt.ing to modify the national HPhIS model for 
their own needs. 
develop and document. a methodology for a model calibration t.est and 
commit to a test completion date. Test results should provide FH~ and 
others with a clearer indication of how closely the model’s needs esti- 
mates have paralleled act.ual highway investment practices and should 
help provide added confidence in the model’s results. 

Agency Comments and The Department generally COIICWs ~~3h our findings and recommenda- 

Our Evaluation 
tions relating to the HPhlS model, stating that steps have been taken or 
are scheduled for implementation in 198’7 that cover the areas 
addressed by our recommendat.ions. (See app. IV,) 

Concerning the inclusion of more detailed documentation in published 
technical manuals, the Department commented that it had initiated 
steps to better coordinate potential changes with model users and to bet- 
ter document such changes. Regarding the development and documenta- 
tion of a calibration test procedure. the Department commented that 
FHH:~‘S 198’7 annual work plan includes an effort to dex.elop a calibration 
methodology . 

We agree that the various actions being taken or scheduled for imple- 
ment,ation are consistent with our t~ecomme~~dat.ions. -At the same time, 
we want to emphasize the importance of establishing and adhering to a 
completion elate for a calibration test so that the Department and other 
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users of the model’s results can obtain a fuller understanding of the 
model’s predictive capabilities. 
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HPMS is the primary source of data for the Highway Needs report. The 
Congress uses the report’s information when developing national poliq 
and programs relating to highways. Report data are also used by gov- 
ernment agencies. researchers, and other parties as they study and com- 
ment on highway and other national policy issues. On the basis of our 
assessment of HPMS and the Highway Needs report, we believe that the 
report presents useful information on the condition and capital invest- 
ment needs of the nation’s highways. It contains several features cited 
by researchers as desirable in needs assessments, such as showing the 
sensitivity of needs to future growth demands and analyzing the effect 
of not meeting specified needs. FHWA is considering two other suggested 
features that. may further enhance future Highway Needs reports. 

While the Highway Needs report has strengths, it also has a limitation. 
It does not separate backlogged or current highway needs from pro- 
jected or future needs. As discussed in this chapter, the separation of 
backlogged from future needs would present a clearer picture of high- 
way needs and would allow decisionmakers to measure progress in 
addressing backlogged highway needs under current policies and 
programs. 

Description of the 
Highway Needs 
Report 

The 1987 Highway Needs report includes 

l narratives and tables describing the total funds collected and disbursed 
nationally for highway purposes. For example. the total dollars collected 
for highway purposes by all units of government esceeded St53 billion in 
1986 and disbursements were expected to be $62 billion. 

. sections on highway condition and performance data. including narra- 
t.ives on changes in traffic volume levels, pavement conditions, and the 
minimum t.olerable conditions. For example, travel has increased in 
every region of the country since 1983, with the most pronounced 
growth in the far west (10.1 percent), the Pacific (la.9 percent), and the 
southern southeast ( 10.2 percent). Further, the percentage of highn-a> 
pavement in poor condition has decreased since 1983 and the percentage 
in good or excellent condition has increased. 

l estimates of highway needs, including a series of tables showing capital 
spending required for various levels of service, such as maintaining cur- 
rent conditions or eliminating all deficiencies. 

l tables showing accident, travel time. and operating costs data. projected 
to the year 2000. 
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FHUA has refined t.he Highways Needs report over the years to tnore 
realistically reflect highway conditions and program practices. For 
example, FHM est,ablished the MTCS to measure highway conditions. 
Based on the feedback received from state highway agencies, FHW 

adjusted t.he values of the hncs to reflect how st.ates generally were 
operating. FmW also included data on the feasibility of adding highwag 
capacity, especially in heavily congested urban areas. We believe these 
refinements have enhanced the quality of the Highway Needs report. 

Desirable The Highway Needs repot-t contains sex/era1 characteristics that 

Characteristics of the 
researchers have cited as desirable in national needs assessmen&. In 
their recent study for the Nat.ional Council on Public B’orks Improve- 

Report ment, ITrban Institute researchers cite desirable types of analyses ot 
ways of presenting data in a needs report. According to these research- 
ers, a needs study should 

l show the sensitivity of needs estimates to future growth demands. (The 
Highway Needs report does this by including highivay needs for two dif- 
ferent levels of future traffic growth:); 

l indicate the difference in cost between maintaining the status quo and 
improving the infrastructure. (The Highway Needs report estimates the 
cost of (11) maintaining the current highway conditions. (2) improving 
condit.ions by removing deficiencies that can feasibly be removed. and 
(3:) improving conditions by removing all deficiencies. regardless of 
feasibility); 

. present several alternative concepts of need. C,The report shows the cost 
of maintaining highway conditions as one t,ype of need and maintaining 
highway user travel costs as an alt.ernative concept of need); and 

l analyze the impact of not. meeting specified needs. (The High\vay h’eeds 
report shows the varying levels of highway performance that Lvill result 
from different levels of capital investment.). 

Two other characteristics the researchers believe shoulcl be in needs 
st.udies are a benefit-cost analysis and a sensitivity analysis.’ Although 
the Highway Needs report does not include these analyses, FHW is stud- 
ying the use of benefit-cost analysis and \vill conduct sensiti\vity tests in 
fiscal year 198i. 
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Highway Needs Although the High\vay Needs report presents useful infortnation in most 

Report Should 
respects, it does have a litnitation in the way data are presented. The 
report presents highway needs in total--$315 billion through the yeat 

Separate Backlogged 2000 to maintain 1983 highway conditions-but it does not make clear 

From Future Needs that about one-half of this amount represents backlogged highway needs 
that already esist. Separating the dollar amount of backlogged needs 
from future needs would be useful t.o the Congress and other users since 
they could then clearly see t.he effects of policies and programs OII the 
level of deficient highway conditions. Over time. rhe information would 
show trends on the increases and clecreases in the amount of existing 
needs. If the Congress established a goal for reducing the backlog of 
needs, this reporting format could measure progress in achieiring the 
goal. Also, a separat.ion of backlogged needs from future needs could 
provide a basis for further analysis. For example, backlogged needs, 
broken out by rural and urban areas, could be cotnpared with rural and 
urban highway expenditures to analyze the effects of the disbursement 
of funds. The LJrban Institute researchers pointed out that a comprehen- 
sive needs analysis should consider both current and future deficiencies, 
but. almost universally, such analyses do not sufficiently break clown 
the nature of the needs. 

FHHA officials acknowledged that reporting the dollar amount of existing 
highway needs separately from future needs would provide better and 
more useful information. They also acknowledged that the information 
is readily available and can be retrieved from the tnodel output with 
little additional cost and effort.. 

Conclusions The Highway Needs repot-t appears to provide useful information on the 
nation’s highway needs. The repot-t has several features that are desir- 
able in needs assessments. and FHW plans to study other features for 
inclusion in the report. However. tn presenting the data, the report com- 
bines backlugged and future needs, which clouds the highway needs pic- 
ture. The separation of backlogged frottl future needs would, in out 
opinion, present a clearer highway needs picture and would enable the 
measurement of progress in reducing the highway needs backlog under 
current. policies and programs. FHM officials agreed that reporting 
backlogged needs would provide more useful information and stated 
that the data necessary for doing so ivere readily a\railable from the 
model’s output. 
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Recommendation to We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct the Adminis- 

the Secretary of 
trator, FHWA, to adjust the Highway Needs repot-t to separate backlogged 

~ ,, from future highway needs in order to provide clearer information on 
highwav needs Transportation ” prograr;s and progress being achieved under current policies and 

Agency Comments and In commenting on our draft report, the Department stated that in future 

Our Evaluation 
Highway Needs reports to the Congress, it will include a discussion of 
existing highway deficiencies and the cost of eliminating those deficien- 
cies. The Department also stated that an explanation will be included 
covering the composition of the needs estimate and the relationship of 
existing highway conditions to future investment and performance sce- 
narios. In the Department’s view, the inclusion of such information is 
consistent with our recommendation. (See app. IV) 

We agree that the type of information the Department plans to include 
in future Highway Needs reports is consistent with our recommendation 
to separate backlogged from future highway needs. 
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State Methods ad Frequencies of Pavement 
Condition Ratings 

State ~~ 
Callfornla 

Flonda 

Kansas 

Rating methodoloqy” 
State system Non-state system 
Roughness and inspectlon Observation _____ 
Roughness and mspectlon Observallon 

Roughness and InspectIon tnspectlon and 
observation 

Frequency of rating 
State system Non-state system 
Every olher year Every other year ~__- 
Annual Annual ~- ~.- 
Annual Every sixth year 

Kentucky Rouqhnes9 Observation About every other year Every other year 

Nevada 

New York. 

Roughness and Inspection Observation 

lnsoectlonC lnsoection 

Annual 

Everv other vear 

Every other fear 

Everv other vear 

3HPMS pavement condrtlon ratrngs In the states rye visiled were determlned non the basrs of one sf three 
evaluatron methods, or on a combrnation of those methods: [ 1 I a nde roughness raring determrned hi 
drlvlng over the road in a car equipped with a mechanlcai devrce that measured the displacemenr 
between the vehicle bodv and the axle housing (2) an evaluation oi pavement distress (cracking. ruts. 
etc ) determrned from a close InspectIon. sometrmes rncludrng measurements, done b,’ a lrarned 
observer. and (3) an observatron of the road surface using a bnef FHLVA descrlptron ol live levels of 
pa.,ement condition 

DFor state pavement management purposes Kentuck.f determined a pavemenl rating based on rough- 
ness and Inspection. as do four other states However, K.enlucky reports only a nde roughness rating for 
HPMS sample sectrons because officials belleve It IS the only measurement tirth a melhodologrcal base 
and historical data for correlation 

“The Neti York stale hrghvvay agency used a slightly dlfterent ratrng s/stem than drd the other states It 
comparea the actual pavemenl condiflon with color photographs oi pavement in various stages of con 
dillon 
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Appendix II, 

State T raffic M m itxring 

%ort-term traffic counts Vehicle classification counts 
Number  of Number  Numlber of 

cont inuous FY 85  
State count sites duri’nggF;C a  Duration Frequency counts Duration 
Calilornra 22b 5,800 Usually 24 hours ____~ Usually on a 3-year cycle 500 24 hours or less for manual 

counts and 7 days for 
machine counts 

______ 
Flonda 86 7,300 24 hours Annual 250 6 hours 

Kansas 102 9,80024hoursPP%es from annual to every 46 24 hours 
6 years 

Kentuck.y 50 4.000 48 hours Annual for the Interstate 300 Either 8. 16. or 24 hours 
and a 3- or 6-year cycle for 
other roads ~____- 

Nevada 34 2 250 3 trmes a year for Count from 2,000 to 2 500 6i Either 8, 16, or 24 hours 
65 days each of aboul 3,000 sites each 

year 

New 60 7mPY Vanes from 1 to 4 Whenever a 15 percent 30 24 hours or less 
‘fork days change in traffic volume IS 

ororected 

“Either actual or estrmateo 

bCallfornla supplements conllnuous counts with monthly and quarterly COlJntS from which they develop 
factors for adfusilng short.term counts In 1985. oiflclals counted 1.1) 63 monthly sires for a penod from 7 
days to a month long and (,2) 1650 quarterly sites for a period of one week each quarter 
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Appendix III 

F’ifteen Key HPMS Data Elements 

Data 
elements 
Access 
control 

Information required 
One of three codes lo indicate either full, partial. or no 
control of a road’s access to vehicles Full control IS 
defined as giving preference to through traffic by 
providing Interchanges with selected public roads and by 
prohlbrtmg crossrng at rades or prohlblting direct 
driveway connectlons B artlal control is similarly defined 
as givtng preference to through tralflc. except that, in 
addition to Interchanges, (1) there may be some 
crossings al grade with public roads and (2) private 
driveway connectlons are not prohrbited but have been 
minimized 

Annual A value representlng the AADT volume in both dlrectlons 
average dail 

1 
States are encouraged to provide values based on 

traffic (AAD ) adjusted actual traffic c.ounts rather than estimates 

Average 
highway 
speed 

A value, to the nearest 5 miles per hour, determined by 
weighting Ihe destgn speed of the secllon’s horizontal 
curves and tangenls by their length. 

Capacity Calculated values representlng a road’s present hourly 
capacity for both peak and off-peak periods Calculations 
should be done In accordance with the Traffic Research 
Board’s Highway Capacity Manual formulas, which 
include traffic levels, number of lanes, and other lactors. 

Directional The percentage of the design hour traftic (the 30th 
factor (D- highest hour) flowvlng In the peak direction. to the nearest 
factor) 5 percent 

State sourcesa 
State highway agencles obtained this InformatIon from 
hIghway design and construction plans or from inventory 
records based on those plans. 

State highway agenc.les determined AADT values based 
on their statewide traffic counting programs States count 
traffic continuously at some locatlons lo develop 
seasonal, day of the week and other factors which they 
use to adlust many additional short-term counts to 
determlne AADT Sample section AADT values were 
determlned directly from these values or Interpolated by 
state officials In cases where sections were not counted 
In this regard. Kenlucky. Nsevada, and New ‘York included 
HPMS secllons In their counting programs on a regular 
cycle, and Kansas was in the process of adding sample 
sections to their traffic counting program 

Most states reported that average hlghway speed values 
were (1) determined by district office staff using 
InformatIon from road design plans and (2) calculated bsY 
FHWA soflware for some highways on the basis of HPMS 
curve and grade data In two states Florida and Kansas, 
offlclals told us that In some circumstances the posted 
speed limit was reported as the average highway speed 

Rural area capacity values were calculaled by states with 
FHWA software Stale hlghwa\/ agency officials 
calculated urban capacity values using FHWA formulas or 
their own studies and formulas. 

State highway agenc.les generally calculated D-factor 
values based on information obtained from their traftlc 
programs continuous count sites and used some 
ludgment In extending this data to HPMS sample 
sections Factors considered In determlnlng values for 
sample sectlons included the type of highway and traffic 
offlclals’ knowledge and erpertise In K.ansas, officials 
used a single value of 55-45 for rural and GO-40 for urban 
sample sectlons on the state highway system If better 
data was not available 

Prolectlons of future AADT values were generally done by 
state hlghway agency offlclals on the basis of hIstorIcal 
traffic growth data and various other data such as 
poplrlation stallstics. tuel consumption and housing 
density 

f,continlJed! 

Future AADT The forecasted AADT for the vear 2005 Ideally, travel 
forecasts are for an appropriate 20.year period bu! should 
not be for less than 17 years Beginning with data Year 
1988. the forecast WIII be updated from 2005 to 2010. 
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bpe* m 
FifteenKeyHPMSDetaElements 

Data 
elements 
Horizontal 

Information required State sources’ ~-- -__ 
One of lour codes to Indicate the seventy of road’s Stare highway agency officials determme the appropriate 

alignment curves In terms 01 Its Impact on vehicle speed and safety code primarily based on their review of highway design 
adequacy plans FHWA provides guidance which discusses how the 

number and deglree of curves should be consrdered b$ 
state officials in making this determmation 

K-Factor The design hour volume of traffic as a percentage of State highway agencies generalI> calculated K-factor 
AADT values based on lnformallon obtained from their traffic 

programs’ continuous count siles and used some 
judgment In extending these dala to comparable HPMS 
sample sections. Factors considered In determining 
these values for sample sectlons included the type of 
hlghway and traffic officials’ k.nGwledge and expertise 

Lane width The prevailing traffic lane width lo the nearest foot State highway agencies obtained this InformatIon from 
highway design and constructlon plans or from Inventor; 
records based on those plans. 

Number of 
lanes 

The prevaIlmy number of lanes in both directions, 
excluding parklng and turnmg lanes, carryrng through 
traffic In the off.peak period 

Pavement 
condition 

A pavement rating score ranging from zero to five (In 
tenths) with zerG representing the poorest and five the 
best pavement CGndltiOn rating. 

Percent 
trucks 

The percentage of commercial vehicles (excluding 
pickup, panel, and light trucks) to all vehicles for peak 
and off-peak periods 

State highway agencies obtained this Information from 
highway design and constrlUlction plans or from mveniorj 
records based on those plans ___~ 
Generally state highway agencies extracted pavement 
ratings from their pavernent management sjstem data 
bases. These data bases were developed from 
comprehenslvse rating systems that usually evaluated 
both road roughness and pavement &stress. 

Slate highway agencies calculaled percent truck %values 
from state traffic program vehicle clacslflcatlon counts. 
Officials apply these values to HPMS sample sectloni; 
based on the type of highway and location- being near 
to or In an area similar to the count site 

Shoulder The width, to the nearest whole foot, Gf the shoulder of 
width the road. 

State hlghway agencies obtained this InformatIon trclni 
highway design and construction plans or from Inventory 
records based on those plans 

Typical The typical percentage of time that traffic signals are State highway agency officials generallv obtained this 
percent green green during peak traffic hours InformatIon from their distnct office staffs Some states 
time used other sources or eshmated some of the “alues 

reported: t 1) Flonda estimated these values for Idiffereni 
types of roads based on a state study and 12) Kansas 
established an 85.percent value for sample sesztlons Gn 
the state highway system __-__ 

Vertical One of four codes to indicate the severity of a road’s State highway agency officials determine the appropriate 
alignment grades and vertical curves in terms of Its Impact on safety code pnmanly based on reviewng hIghway design plans 
adequacy and the speed of trucks FHWA provides guidance that discusses how the number 

and degree of grades should be ccjnsldered In makIng 
this determinaticjn. 

“Calltornia was unique among the SIX slates we rlslteci In thar it obtalned \rlrtualL, all HPtvlS 6ala ior 
sample sectlons located off the state highway svstem from ~mty and count) +;ernments We note IhE 
here Instead ot 31 each data element 
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Plppendix IV 

Comments From the Department 
of Transportation 

r 

US. Departmmt of 
Tranmortatlon 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Assi stant Comptroller General 
Resources, Community, and 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting il 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Economic 

ffice 

Enclosed are two copies of the Department of Transportation's 
comments concerning the U.S. General Accounting Office draft 
report entitled, "Highway Needs: An Evaluation of DOT's 
Process For Accessing the Nation's Highway Needs." 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this report. If you 
have any questions concerning our reply, please call Bill Wood 
on 366-5145. 

Sincerely, 

4nabmaJ- a.ut.- 
f 

Jon H. Seymour 

Enclosures 
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Appendix IV 
Comments Fern the Department 
0P Transportation 

DEPARTMENT OF TRAWWRTA'l!IC8N REPLY TO GAO DRAFT R.EFOBT OF 
HIGHWAY NEEDS: AN EVALUATION OF DOT's PROCESS FOE ASSESSING 

THE MATIDM'S HIGHWAY MEEDS 

summary of GAO Findings 

The GAO believes that based on its analysis of the report: The 
Status of the Nation's Highways: Conditions and Performance- 
(Conditions and Performance Report) and the Highway Performance 

and Monitoring System (HPMS), that the report, which is referred 
to by the GAO as the Highway Needs report, presents useful 
information on the condition and capital investment needs of the 
nation's highways. 

The GAO found the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) plan for 
selecting HPMS sample higlmay sections to be statistically sound 
in that it is representative of the various types of highways at 
the nationwide aggregate level. States and the FHWA have 
reasonable controls and checks to ensure the quality of the data 
entered into the HPMS model. In addition, the FHWA has taken 
several positive steps to develop, test and operate the HPMS 
model. 

The GAO states that although the HPMS model is a reasonable tool, 
the FHWA has not yet performed certain tests that would provide 
added confidence in the model's results. The two specific tests 
are sensitivity to changes in key input data and a calibration of 
the model to determine how closely past needs estimates have 
paralleled actual investment practices. In addition, the model's 
documentation, contained in published technical manuals, either 
did not cover in detail or omitted entirely, scme information. 

The GAO also found that the Conditions and Performance Report does 
not separate existing or backlogged highway needs from future or 
projected needs. The GAO believes separating the two would 
provide a clearer understanding of the Nation's highway capital 
investment needs and the progress made under highway policies and 
programs. 

Based on its findings and conclusions, the GAO recommends that the 
Secretary direct the Federal Highway Administrator to: 

- include more detailed information on key model changes in 
published technical manuals. 

- develop and document a calibration test methodology and 
establish a test completion date. 

- separate current from projected highway capital investment 
needs in the Conditions and Performance Report. 
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APpen&W 
Comments From the Department 
of Tr~partatiOtl 

-2- 

Department of Traneportaticm Position Statement 

The DOT generally agrees with the GAO's conclusions and 
recommendations regarding key model changes and the development 
and documentation of a calibration procedure. The FHWA ha5 always 
conducted limited sensitivity analysis of the HPWS Analytical 
Process outputs to major parameters and data inputs. A formal 
sensitivity analysis of the HPMS Analytical Process is currently 
being conducted. An effort to begin the development of a needs 
calibration methodology is a part of the FY 1987 work plan. Steps 
have been taken to better coordinate potential process changes 
with users and to better document these changes for users. 

In regard to the recommendation that calls for the separation of 
backlog and accruing needs in the Conditions and Performance 
Report, the Department will include a discussion of existing 
deficiencies, and the costs to eliminate those deficiencies, in 
future reports to Congress. We will explain the composition of 
the needs estimate and the relationship of existing highway 
conditions to future investment/performance scenarios. 

On June 17, representatives from the GAO and the FRWA met to 
discuss minor technical inaccuracies in the report. The GAO at 
that time acknowledged the inaccuracies and agreed to make the 
changes for the final report. 
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